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EDUCATION 

 
Ph.D. Curriculum and Instruction, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida (1993-1999) 
M.S. English as a Second Language (Honors), Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida (1992-1993) 
B.A. Psychology (Honors), University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida (1988-1991) 
    
 
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE 

 
Coordinator of Foundations of Education Minor—within Politics, Philosophy, and Economics Major, 
The King’s College (2005-present) 

 Design of new concentration with a pre-professional education emphasis 

 Development of new courses: EDU 240 History of American Education; EDU 351 History and 
Philosophy of Education, the Ancient and Medieval Periods; EDU 352 History and Philosophy of 
Education, the Modern Era; EDU 351 Educational Policy 

 Advising of Foundations of Education students 
 
Moderator of NASNET e-mail list, the National Association of Scholars (NAS), (2010-present) 

 Produce weekly synopses of the latest news in higher education for members and subscribers: 
http://home.ease.lsoft.com/archives/nasnet.html. 

 NAS is an independent membership association of academics working to foster intellectual freedom and 
to sustain the tradition of reasoned scholarship and civil debate in America's colleges and universities. 

 
Faculty Representative on Presidential Search Committee, The King’s College (2009-2010) 

 Unanimously elected to serve as the faculty representative on a 12-member committee to select the next 
president of The King’s College.  The committee was comprised of six board members and six other 
representatives of various college constituencies. 

 
Co-Chair of Steering Committee Middle States Accreditation, The King’s College (2008-2009) 

 Coordination of working groups and reporting process in successful self-study and regional accreditation 

 Representation of faculty in accreditation process—with particular care for standards concerning general 
education, faculty governance, educational offerings, and student assessment (learning outcomes) 

 Editing of final draft of accreditation self-study 
 
Chairman of the Childhood Education Program, The King’s College (2004-2007) 

 Oversight of Bachelor’s degree in Childhood Education 

 Management of Education faculty  

 Advising of Education students 
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Associate/Assistant Professor of Education and English, The King’s College (2001-present) 
Courses taught— 

 EDU 240 History of American Education 

 EDU 351 History and Philosophy of Education, the Ancient and Medieval Periods 

 EDU 352 History and Philosophy of Education, the Modern Era 

 EDU 451 Educational Policy 

 EDU 381 Curriculum Evaluation and Development 

 EDU 460 Student Teaching Integrative Seminar 

 ENG 110 College Writing 

 ENG 120 Research Writing 

 ENG 225 The English Novel (Defoe, Austen, Shelley, Dickens, Stevenson, and Wilde) 

 ENG 410 Renaissance Literature (Dante, Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton) 

 ESL 301 Intermediate ESL Composition 

 ESL 401-W Advanced ESL Worldview Analysis 

 LIT 351 English and American Poetry 

 PHL 487 Theories of Human Nature 

 PPE 417 Senior Thesis (supervisor) 
Administrative service— 

 Curriculum Committee (2011-present) 

 Faculty Development Committee, including chairman (2009-2011) 

 Academic Affairs Committee, including chairman (2003-2009) 

 Writing Committee (since inception to present) 

 Institutional Effectiveness Committee (2005-2006) 

 Design and implementation of Faculty Evaluation Rubric (2003-2004)  

 Student advising of Education students (2004-present) 
Extra-curricular service— 

 Faculty advisor to the House of Margaret Thatcher, a sororal student organization (2011-present); 
and faculty fellow to the House of C.S. Lewis (2005-present) 

 Faculty advisor to The Student Voice, the student-run newspaper (2003-2009) 

 Faculty mentor to the House of C.S. Lewis, a fraternal student organization (2005-2008) 

 Faculty advisor to chapter of Intercollegiate Studies Institute (2006-present) 
 
Director of Haggerty English Language Program (ESL Program), State University of New York at 
New Paltz (1999-2000) 

 Directed and administered an Intensive English Program reporting to the Director of International 
Programs: main campus IEP (80-85 students) 

 Managed several subsidiary specialized English programs (50-55 students), including:  
o The Institute for International Business, an 8-week business English module offered each semester 
o The American Institute for Business and Technology, a semester-long ESL course offered to 

prospective business and computer science students at a satellite campus in Queens, NY 
o Two 10-week English and culture modules for International Business Machines, offered at IBM’s 

educational sites 

 Overall responsibilities included staff and faculty development (8-10 instructors, 2 administrative staff); 
budgetary planning and execution ($400,000 annually); student orientation and programming; marketing 
and recruitment of programs (including international fairs in Korea); liaison to university departments 
and the broader community; and general operations of the IEP 

 
Assistant Director of the Center for Intensive English Studies, Florida State University (1995-1999) 

 Acted as full-time administrator of a 45-student Intensive English Program reporting to the Director (a 
part-time 20% faculty position) 



 Overall responsibilities included staff professional development; budgetary planning and execution; 
curriculum review and revision; student orientation and registration; class scheduling; tuition collection; 
immigration monitoring and counseling (DSO); oversight of extracurricular student activities, 
administrative liaison with university continuing education; and general operations of the IEP 

 
ESL Instructor at the Eszterhazy Karoly Teachers’ Training College, Eger, Hungary (1991-1992) 

 Taught 12 classroom hours per week 

 Assisted colleagues with documents for translation 

 Participated in national proficiency-achievement testing 

 Developed several extra-curricular activities to improve students’ conversational English skills 
 
 
PAPERS, REVIEWS, AND PRESENTATIONS 

 
“Listening to History” (essay), a meditation on the role of poetry in the non-literature classes; an 
essentially historical survey of the former place of eloquence in the liberal arts tradition, by which the 
language of all subject areas was refined and elevated in the spirit of intellectual excellence.  Comment Magazine, 
October 2011 (www.cardus.ca). 
 
An Honorable Education, from Rule-Keeping to Principled Living” (lecture), an invited lecture on the 
Honor Code, to the incoming cohort of The King’s College.  August 2011. 
“Liturgies of Learning” (essay), a personal reflection on my efforts to incorporate a liturgical awareness in 
my pedagogy, in which I discovered parallels between educational forms and the rhythms of religious ritual.  
Comment Magazine, February 2011 (www.cardus.ca/comment). 
 
“Progressive Education, and Other Science Fiction” (lecture), an invited conference lecture concerning 
the philosophy of various progressive educational projects, demonstrating a startling truth-is-stranger-than-
fiction result: progressive education in the 20th century rejected historical antecedents; sought to empirically 
preclude the art of education; promoted the cult of efficiency; and intended to reform society from the 
classroom.  The conference was sponsored by Grove City College’s Center for Vision and Values, April 2010 
(www.visionandvalues.org). 
 
“If I Ran the Zoo…” (imaginative essay), a Dr. Seuss-inspired thought experiment on how to improve 
higher education, if one were given the keys to the Academic Zoo, as its Chief Keeper.  Other contributors to 
the series include Roger Kimball, Mark Bauerlein, and John Leo.  National Association of Scholars, Summer 2009 
(www.nas.org). 
 
“What Are You Talking About?” (book review), a review-essay looking into the nature and limits of 
expertise, as prompted by two sociologists of science, Harry Collins and Robert Evans, and their 2007 
volume, Rethinking Expertise (University of Chicago Press).  Academic Questions, Summer 2009 
(www.springerlink.com). 
 
“Reading at Risk” (article), an update on the pedagogical successes and political failures of the Reading 
First provision of No Child Left Behind, a phonics-based incentive program designed to support reading 
fundamentals in the country’s toughest schools.  Though the program’s funding has been struck, it has 
spawned regional revivals of phonics instruction.  World Magazine, September 6, 2008 (www.worldmag.com). 
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Guest Lecturer for the World Journalism Institute, a half-day lecture on the 2007 ruckus over the federal 
government’s efforts to incentivize stronger reading curricula.  Reading First, a specific provision of No Child 
Left Behind (2001), systematically addresses the efficacy of reading methods in the elementary grades.  A brief 
sketch of the history of American public education preceded a discussion of the philosophical, pedagogical, 
and political features of this most recent battle in the so-called Reading Wars.  May 2008 (www.worldji.com). 
  
“Pedagogues, Periodicals, and Paranoia: How the Anti-Theocrats Echo Arguments from Progressive 
Education” (article), an analysis of the rhetorical similarities between the early 20th century’s Progressive 
Education movement and today’s anti-theocracy faction in the mainstream press and several book-length 
treatises by public intellectuals.  Forthcoming in Society (www.springerlink.com), Spring 2008. 
 
“Retooling Education: Testing and the Liberal Arts” (article), a historical survey of 20th century 
psychometrics and an exploration of the symbiotic relationship between progressive educational reforms and 
the ubiquitous aptitude test—with a suggested reappraisal of our current testing regime, in light of historic 
pedagogical excellence.  Academic Questions 20.4, Winter 2007 (www.springerlink.com). 
 
“Good, Not Safe: Structure vs. Chaos in Narnia and the Writing Workshop” (article), an investigation 
of fiction and the writing process.  An analysis of C.S. Lewis’s children’s literature and the overall writing 
experience reveals similar elements of tension between structure and creative chaos.  Mythlore 26.1, 
Fall/Winter 2007 (www.mythsoc.org/mythlore.html). 
 
Guest Lecturer for the World Journalism Institute, a half-day lecture on the origins of Progressive 
Education and the use of mainstream periodicals (The Atlantic Monthly, The Saturday Evening Post, etc.) to attack 
traditional language pedagogy in American public education—including discussions of child-centered 
approaches, vocational training, IQ testing, and social reform.  May 2007 (www.worldji.com). 
 
Review of Malcolm Jeeves’s Cells to Souls—and Beyond.  Midwestern Journal of Theology, Fall 2006 
(www.mbts.edu). 
 
“Scopes Redux: Evolution in America” (online essay), an editorial on the insular attitudes of the 
American media in its depiction of the Intelligent Design movement and related activities of the Discovery 
Institute (Seattle).  Published online by Intellectual Conservative (www.intellectualconservative.com), August 
2005. 
 
Selected poems published on-line (www.poets.com) and in hard-copy by the International Library of 
Poetry: “Hurricane Isabel” (2003); “Emmanuel’s Greetings” (2003); and “To Our Sailor-Boy” (2005). 
 
“A Framework for Faculty Evaluations” (internal report), a researched-report seeking to surmise the 
state-of-the-art in faculty evaluations.  After being adopted by the Board of Trustees, two years of faculty 
evaluations at King’s were conducted using this rubric.  Subsequent evaluations have evolved from the 
original report.  Internal document, completed May 2004. 
  
Peer Reviewer for Reflections on English Language Teaching, National University of Singapore, 
November 2003. 
 
“Three generations of administration in one IEP” (presentation), an investigation of the life-cycle of a 
20-year old ESL program based on the campus of Florida State University.  The analysis was based on the 
experiences of three different (consecutive) administrators.  Presented at International TESOL, Vancouver, 
British Columbia, March 2000. 
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“Interpreting TOEFL scores with descriptive student profiles” (presentation and paper), a synopsis 
of my dissertation, which involved the concept of “student profiles” and the analysis of detailed student test 
responses, with presentation of the initial research findings.  Presented at International TESOL, Seattle, 
Washington, March 1998. 
 
“The Design and Implementation of a Relational Database for the Management of Student Data in 
an Intensive English Program” (presentation), a description of database usage in a mid-sized IEP, from 
the author’s personal experience at Florida State University.  Presented at Southeast Regional TESOL, 
Memphis, TN, October 1995. 
 
“Practical improvements for ESL writing assessments from Intensive English Programs” 
(presentation), a discussion of the revisions implemented at a mid-sized IEP (Florida State University).  
Presented at Southeast Regional TESOL, New Orleans, Louisiana, September 1994. 
 
Professional Membership in the National Association of Scholars (2009-present) 
 
Professional Membership in International TESOL, NAFSA, and AAIEP (1996-2003) 
 
 
AWARDS 

 
Faculty Member of the Year (based on student popular vote), The King’s College, April 2012 
 
Faculty Member of the Year, The King’s College, April 2010 
 
Who’s Who in America 2010, inclusion of biography in annual register, as recognition of educational service 
and achievements. 
 
The Fordyce Teaching Award (based on student evaluations for the academic year), Center for Intensive 
English Studies, Florida State University, September 1994. 
 
University Fellowship, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Florida State University, May 1994. 
 
 
RESEARCH-TEACHING INTERESTS 

 
Research interests— 

 The Progressive education movement of the early 20th century—i.e., John Dewey, David Snedden, 
Charles Eliot, Ellwood Cubberly, Paul Shorey, Alexander Meiklejohn et al. 

 The history and philosophy of education and the decline of traditional Western education; the recovery 
of classical methods as 21st century innovation—e.g., charter schools, home-schooling, classical 
academies, etc. 

 The public discourse concerning science, faith, and education—e.g., science education in public schools; 
the origins and philosophy of modern science; the mythology of “science v. religion,” etc. 

 
Teaching interests— 

 The relationship between outstanding poetry and dynamic pedagogy, including the affective, cognitive, 
and intellectual dimensions of metaphor as the bedrock of true literacy 

 Exploration of classical pedagogues and source-texts—e.g., Quintilian, Boethius, Cassiodorus, Victor of 
St. Hugh, Erasmus et al. 



 Myths and legends in the American experience (for ENG 120 Research Writing)—e.g., the Scopes-
Monkey Trial; McCarthy investigations and the Red Scare (1950s); Watergate; U.S.-Israel relations and 
Muslim rage; the Medieval Crusades and the hegemony of Christendom 

 Great literature of the Western Canon 

 English-language poetry—from Shakespeare to the New Formalists (and everything in between!) 
 
 
PERSONAL PROFILE 

 

 Born in 1968 

 Married with five lovely children—and a jet-black Cockapoo 

 Interests: piano and guitar; church involvement; reading and writing poetry; hiking; regional and 
international travel; pick-up games of basketball or 18 holes of golf 

 


